The rotationally resolved spectrum of the A 1 Π u ← X 1 Σ + g 000-000 transition of C 3 , centered at 4051.6Å, has been observed along 10 translucent lines of sight. To interpret these spectra, a new method for the determination of column densities and analysis of excitation profiles involving the simulation and fitting of observed spectra has been developed. The populations of lower rotational levels (J≤14) in C 3 are best fit by thermal distributions that are consistent with the kinetic temperatures determined from the excitation profile of C 2 . Just as in the case of C 2 , higher rotational levels (J>14) of C 3 show increased nonthermal population distributions in clouds which have been determined to have total gas densities below ∼500 cm −3 .
introduction
The existence of carbon chain molecules in diffuse interstellar clouds raises questions about the chemistry that occurs in these clouds as well as the fate of large carbonaceous molecules produced throughout the life-cycles of stars. Carbon chain molecules have been suggested as the source of the confounding diffuse interstellar bands (Douglas 1977) , although efforts to identify a specific molecular carrier have so far failed. C − 7 and l-C 3 H − 2 have been the most recently rejected (McCall et al. 2002b (McCall et al. , 2001 ) in a long list of candidates (Herbig 1995) . The smallest carbon chain molecule, C 2 , has been used as a powerful probe of the temperature and density in diffuse clouds (van Dishoeck & Black 1989) and, until very recently, diffuse cloud chemistry was understood only in terms of atoms and diatomics.
After repeated efforts (Clegg & Lambert 1982; Haffner & Meyer 1995; Snow et al. 1988) , the first clear detections of C 3 in three diffuse clouds were reported by Maier et al. (2001) . Since this first observational study of C 3 in the diffuse interstellar medium, a detailed model has been developed to understand its excitation and a low resolution survey has detected it in 15 translucent sight lines . Along with infrared measurements of H + 3 (Geballe et al. 1999; McCall et al. 1998 McCall et al. , 2002a , which can directly probe the interstellar cosmic ray ionization rate (McCall et al. 2003b) , the detections of C 3 demonstrate that the chemistry of diffuse clouds may be significantly richer than expected.
The "λ4050 group" of C 3 was first observed in emission in comet Tebutt (Huggins 1881) , and has since been observed in the photospheres of many cool stars (Jørgensen 1994) , in a few protoplanetary nebulae (Hrivnak & Kwok 1999) , and toward many other comets (see, for exam-ple, recent work by Rousselot et al. (2001) ). The λ4050 group was first observed in the laboratory by C. W. Raffety (1916) in emission from the flame of a Mecker burner. Douglas (1951) identified the carrier of the group as C 3 , and a detailed assignment as A 1 Π u ← X 1 Σ + g was made by Gausset et al. (1965) . At longer wavelengths, C 3 has also been observed in the material around the asymptotic giant branch star IRC +10216 using both the asymmetric vibrational stretching mode at 4.9µm (Hinkle et al. 1988 ) and the anomalously low frequency bending mode at 157µm (Cernicharo et al. 2000) .
As a linear carbon chain, like C 2 , C 3 has no permanent dipole moment and thus lacks the ability to cool efficiently via rotational transitions. High rotational levels of C 3 , once produced during chemical formation or following UV pumping, can only relax slowly by collisional de-excitation and have significant lifetimes under interstellar conditions. Maier et al. (2001) reported that the low J levels (J<14) in their spectra of C 3 toward ζ Oph were fit by a Boltzmann distribution at T l =60 K, whereas J>14 were fit by a Boltzmann distribution at T h =230 K.
Depending on the intensity of the UV radiation field, the rates of collisional (de-)excitation and UV pumping, and the photochemical lifetime of C 3 , Roueff et al. (2002) suggest that the high rotational levels of C 3 may retain information about the temperature at which C 3 was formed as well as the temperature and density of the cloud. Roueff et al. (2002) applied their sophisticated C 3 excitation model to all three of the detections by Maier et al. (2001) -ζ Oph, ζ Per, and 20 Aqlalong with their own observations of HD 210121, but none of the observations determined the population of C 3 in J > 14 well enough to constrain the full excitation model. Galazutdinov et al. (2002) have since provided spectra of C 3 toward χ Oph and HD 152236, without analysis of the excitation.
With the guidance of the low resolution survey results of Oka et al. (2003) we have measured the spectra of 24 reddened stars at high resolution in order to study the excitation profile of C 3 in a large sample of diffuse clouds. Here we present the rotationally resolved spectra of C 3 a The distance to θ 1 Ori C is from Shuping and Snow (1997) . All other distances are taken from Thorburn et al. (2003) and . b Signal to noise per pixel, measured near 4049Å.
at high signal to noise (S/N) in 10 of these translucent sight lines. We present a new spectral fitting method for determining the populations in each J level and examine the relationship between the rotational excitation of C 3 and C 2 .
observations
Observations were carried out using the Shane 3-m telescope and the Hamilton Echelle Spectrograph (Vogt 1987) at Lick Observatory on 2002 July 12 through 14 and using the High Resolution Echelle Spectrometer (HIRES) (Vogt et al. 1994) on the 10-m Keck I telescope atop Mauna Kea on 2002 December 14 and 15.
The Hamilton spectrograph operates with an echelle grating and two cross-dispersing prisms, is mounted at coudé focus, and provides nearly complete spectral coverage from 3,500-10,000Å. The detector used was the Lick3 L4-9-00AR thinned 2048×2048 CCD with 15µm pixels. The 1.
′′ 2 wide and 2. ′′ 0 long slit provides a resolving power R=λ/∆λ∼60,000, where the resolution ∆λ refers to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the instrument profile, ∼0.1Å at 6,000Å, which spans two pixels on the detector. The reduced data have a dispersion d=0.0336Å pixel −1 at 4050Å. The HIRES instrument is also a cross-dispersed echelle spectrograph, and features a backside-illuminated Tek 2048x2048 CCD detector functioning over the 3,500-10,000Å range and capturing a spectral span of 1200-2500Å per exposure. To minimize total readout time for our relatively bright targets, high gain mode and dualamp readout were used. For these observations spectra in the 3985-6420Å range were recorded with each exposure, with small gaps in the spectral coverage starting at ∼5000Å and increasing to ∼30Å at 6315Å, due to echelle orders falling off the edge of the CCD. A slit size of 0.
′′ 574 × 14 ′′ was used to achieve a resolving power of R∼67,000. The detector position was constant throughout each night and moved only slightly between the two nights of observations. The reduced data have a dispersion d=0.0287Å pixel −1 at 4050Å. The data were reduced using standard procedures in the echelle package in NOAO's Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF). As many as 120 flat field images were taken before and 180 after the observations to ensure that the S/N of the reduced spectra was photoncounting limited. Calibration and target images were bias corrected and combined, before target images were flat fielded and echelle apertures extracted. Wavelength calibration was performed with standard routines using spectra of a ThAr lamp, and one-dimensional spectra of the targets were extracted for further analysis. Generally, the entire aperture blaze was fit with a low order polynomial to normalize the spectra. In cases where the spectral features of interest were observed very close to the center (maximum) of the aperture blaze, only a small spectral region around the features was continuum fit with a low order polynomial. The program stars and their properties, along with the S/N achieved at 4049Å, are shown in Table 1 . Figure 1 presents the C 3 spectra observed along the 10 lines of sight with detectable C 3 absorption.
spectrum of c3
Unlike molecules which can radiate away excess energy, the distribution of population among rotational levels for molecules in the ISM without a permanent dipole moment, such as C 3 , is a delicate balance between collisional and radiative processes. This has (2001) and Oka et al. (2003) ; Roueff et al. (2002) and Galazutdinov et al. (2002) use f =0.0146. b The R(0) assignment by Gausset et al. (1965) (shown parenthetically) is inconsistent with our observations. We use the observed value, confirmed by laboratory measurements (McCall et al. 2003a) , in the rotational level population model.
c Calculated transition wavelength .
been studied in detail for the homonuclear diatomics H 2 (Black & Dalgarno (1977) , and references therein) and C 2 (van Dishoeck & Black 1982) , and more recently a similar method of analysis has been used to examine C 3 . In general, these models show that the populations of lower rotational levels (J 14 for C 3 ) are controlled mostly by the kinetic temperature of the gas along the line of sight, whereas the populations in higher rotational levels are determined by the competition between radiative pumping and collisional deexcitation. The net result can be a non-thermal enhancement of high J populations in low density environments as observed by Maier et al. (2001) toward ζ Oph. In order to determine the total column density of C 3 and measure the population distribution among rotational levels, we have used two models to fit 40 rovibronic transitions between 4049-4055Å. A thermal excitation model incorporating either one or two temperatures was used, as well as a model that fit the population in each rotational level to the observed spectra. These two methods provided a means to extract information from overlapping or unresolved transitions in the C 3 Q-branch and R-branch bandhead.
Laboratory measurements (Gausset et al. 1965 ) of transition wavelengths were used in both models, with the exception of a shifted R(0) line that was used in the rotational level population model (see Section 3.4).
Thermal Excitation Model
In this model the relative population of each rotational level (J≤30) is determined using a thermal distribution at temperature, T . The fraction of total molecules in a particular J level is given by
where q r is the rotational partition function given by
For C 3 the ground state rotational constant B 0 =0.43057 cm −1 (Schmuttenmaer et al. 1990 ). The two parameters T and N (C 3 ), along with the f -values shown in Table  2 , then determine the equivalent width, W J ′ ,J ′′ , of each transition using the standard relationship
where f J ′ ,J ′′ , the oscillator strength for a given transition J ′ ← J ′′ at wavelength λ inÅ, is given by the product of the electronic oscillator strength f ul , the Franck-Condon factor, and the Hönl-London factor. The units for N J and W J are cm −2 andÅ, respectively. Here we use f =0.016, consistent with Maier et al. (2001) and Oka et al. (2003) , for the product f of the electronic oscillator strength and Franck-Condon factor, whereas Roueff et al. (2002) and Galazutdinov et al. (2002) use f =0.0146. Future determinations of the oscillator strength and Franck-Condon factor will scale the derived column densities accordingly. The Hönl-London factors for this band (Λ = 1 ← 0) are (J + 2)/2(2J + 1), 1/2, and (J − 1)/2(2J + 1) for the R-, Q-, and P -branch transitions, respectively. Table 2 shows the adopted wavelengths, assignments and f J ′ ,J ′′ for each transition.
Beginning with an approximate estimate of the C 3 excitation temperature (T ∼45 K), column density (N (C 3 )∼10 12 cm −2 ), and line width (FWHM=5.2 km s −1 ) a simulated spectrum was produced. Standard curve-fitting routines were then used to minimize the difference between the observed and simulated spectra, by varying these three parameters (T , N (C 3 ), and FWHM). If a second temperature component was observed, in the form of a pronounced R-branch bandhead that was not reproduced with the single temperature simulation, then a spectrum incorporating two temperatures T l and T h , and column densities N l (C 3 ) and N h (C 3 ) was used. 
HD 21483 4.60 ± 0.28 2.60 2.00 28.3 ± 1.3 150 ± 13 5.6 ± 0.1 HD 23180
1.27 ± 0.13 2.24 ± 0.66 · · · · · · 23.4 ± 1.4 · · · 6.5 ± 0.4 HD 204827 11.13 ± 0.87
a Column density N in 10 12 cm −2 . b Full-width at half maximum derived from direct fit to the observed spectrum; instrumental line width at 4050Å is ∼4.5 km s −1 .
The initial estimate for the line width was larger than the instrument resolution (∼4.5 km s −1 ) and characteristic of the line widths in the observed spectra (Table  3) . Broad lines are observed because translucent sight lines typically sample multiple diffuse clouds, which can have velocity separations comparable to, or larger than, our instrumental line width (Welty & Hobbs 2001) . The velocity distribution of the clouds, convolved with the instrumental line width, produces observed features that in some cases (e.g. HD 204827) are rather wide. Since we are observing through multiple clouds, the temperatures derived from our model represent an integrated average over all the clouds along the line of sight. In the opposite extreme, the best fit line widths for X Per and χ Aur are slightly below the instrument profile due to the relatively large level of noise in those spectra. Figure 1 shows the observed spectra and best fit thermal excitation model for 10 detections, with model results summarized in Table 3 . Measurement uncertainties are discussed in Section 3.3.
Rotational Level Population Model
The most common method for determining the population of a particular rotational level J is to measure the equivalent width W of an unblended absorption feature. If multiple transitions (∆J = 0, ±1) from the same lower J state are observed, then each transition probes the same population and multiple measurements of the same quantity may be made.
In the case of our C 3 spectra, the low J transitions (J 12) in the R-branch are well resolved, but the stronger Q-branch lines starting from the same J levels pile atop one another. Similarly, transitions from higher J levels that are well resolved in the Q-branch (e.g. Q(16) and Q (22)) are blended into a single feature in the R-branch bandhead. In order to extract information from all of the observed transitions, a model was used which varies the population in each J level as a free parameter, produces a simulated spectrum, and then minimizes the difference between the observed and simulated spectrum.
The initial population values for the model were determined from the best fit thermal distribution. A curve fitting routine was then used to vary each N J and minimize the residuals. After fitting the population in each J level, a Boltzmann plot was generated for each source, and kinetic temperatures which best fit J≤14 and J>14 were determined. Figure 2 shows the observed and modeled spectra, with Boltzmann plots derived from the fit. The detection limits for each J are shown as dotted lines in the Boltzmann plots. Results from the model are listed in Table 4 with uncertainties discussed below.
Uncertainties and Detection Limits
Uncertainties in the measurement of column densities for individual rotational levels are dependent on the uncertainty in the measurement of the equivalent width W . The 1σ uncertainty in W is given by
where w is the FWHM of the observed transition (inÅ), d is the dispersion of the instrument (inÅ pixel −1 ), and σ is the standard deviation of the normalized continuumthat is, (S/N) −1 . The δW for each transition is converted to an uncertainty in population, δN J using Equation 2. For a given J the transition with the largest oscillator strength will give the smallest uncertainty in N J . In all cases except the R(0) transition, the Q-branch has the largest oscillator strength for a given J (see Table 2 ) and this is the f -value we use for our uncertainty estimate.
The detection limits for the total column of C 3 are dependent on the excitation of C 3 . A larger total population of C 3 may go undetected if it is distributed among many rotational levels than if the population is all confined to a few low J rotational levels. For our upper limits listed in Table 5 we assume that molecules are all distributed evenly among J=0 -20. Although the choice of 11 levels among which the distribution is evenly spread is not based on any underlying physics, a comparison with the spectrum of ζ Per shows that for the purposes of estimating our detection limit, such an approach is not unreasonable.
The R(0) Transition
During the initial analysis of the Boltzmann plots it became evident that R(0) was uniformly underpopulated relative to what was expected from a thermal distribution that fit J=2 -10. A close inspection of the spectra revealed that the observed R(0) transition was significantly shifted toward the blue from the laboratory assignment of Gausset et al. (1965) . This was particularly apparent in the spectrum of HD 62542, and can be noted by comparing the thermal excitation model (which uses the Gausset et al. (1965) assignment of R(0)) with our observations in Figure 1 . Analysis of the higher resolution spectra of ζ Oph ) and HD 152236 shows similar indications of a spectral shift, however, neither dataset is of sufficient S/N to conclude that there is a significant difference between the observed spectrum and the laboratory assignment. Motivated by this discrepancy, a group including two of us (MÁ and BJM) revisited the laboratory spectrum of the 4051Å band of C 3 with higher resolution than our observations (McCall et al. 2003a ). Indeed, we found the R(0) transition to be blue-shifted from the assignment of Gausset et al. (1965) and consistent with our astronomical spectra. Since R(0) and P (2) share the same upper state, our measurement of the R(0) transition implies that the calculated position of the P (2) line (Table 2 ) will shift to the blue and overlap Q(8). This is confirmed by laboratory measurements (McCall et al. 2003a ). Table 5 summarizes our measurements of N (C 3 ) along with previous work. In their determination of C 3 column densities from an extensive, low resolution survey, Oka et al. (2003) measured the equivalent width of the unresolved Q-branch and assumed that it contained half the total intensity of the C 3 band. While this is a good approximation for a thermal distribution at T <50 K, we note that this assumption underestimates the total column density when there is significant population in higher J levels. Comparisons of N (C 3 ) for HD 204827 and HD 169454 show either agreement within error, or a slight overestimate by Oka et al. (2003) . Notably, these are the two clouds for which we measure only a low temperature component in the excitation profile. On the other hand, AE Aur and HD 21483, which show pronounced R-branch bandheads (Figure 2) , are underestimated by Oka et al. (2003) due to a significant population of C 3 in high rotational levels. Our determination of N (C 3 ) for ζ Per is larger than the measurements of Maier et al. (2001) due to our higher S/N, which allows us to measure the populations in higher J levels. The column density determination for ζ Oph by Roueff et al. (2002) , using the data from Maier et al. (2001) , is consistent with our measurements and highlights the utility of their model for determining N (C 3 ).
results and analysis

Column Density Comparisons
Correlations
The correlation between C 2 and C 3 pointed out by Oka et al. (2003) may be tested more rigorously with the precise determinations of the C 3 column density presented here.
The N (C 2 ) measurements of Thorburn et al. (2003) are plotted against our measurements of N (C 3 ) in Figure 3 .
The most notable outlier is HD 62542, which has an extremely high column density of C 3 , yet an average to low column of C 2 . The intriguing line of sight toward this star seems to be a highly unorthodox cloud; not only does it seem to be "missing" C 2 , it has an extreme UV extinction curve (Cardelli & Savage 1988) , an unusually low column of CH + (Cardelli et al. 1990) , and it lacks the diffuse bands (DIBs) characteristic of reddened sightlines (Snow et al. 2002) . Following the analysis of Cardelli et al. (1990) , Snow et al. (2002) have interpreted the lack of DIBs toward this star by suggesting the sight line is dominated by a dense cloud stripped of its diffuse outer layers. Considering the weak DIBs and the seemingly low column of C 2 , it is noteworthy that a correlation between C 2 and some DIBs, such as λ4963 and λ5769, has recently been identified . However, the "C 2 DIBs" are in general much weaker than the classical DIBs, such as λ6284 and λ5797, which have been reported to be unusually weak toward HD 62542 (Snow et al. 2002) . Nonetheless, one might speculate that the processes which stripped the cloud of its strong DIBs may also have destroyed some of its C 2 . On the other hand, it is unclear how C 3 would survive a process that destroys C 2 , so one could suggest instead that the conditions in this cloud may favor carbon chain formation. Due to the peculiarity of the line of sight toward this star, we have excluded it from the correlation analysis.
Fitting all of our targets except HD 62542 shows a correlation between C 2 and C 3 similar to that observed by Oka et al. (2003) . The correlation coefficient for this work is 0.898, whereas Oka et al. (2003) report 0.932. HD 169454 appears about 2σ above the trendline in Figure 3 , but the value of N (C 2 ) reported by Thorburn et al. (2003) is significantly larger than the values reported by van Dishoeck & Black (1989) and Gredel & Münch (1986) , which are more consistent with the correlation measured here. AE Aur falls significantly below the trendline; perhaps the same processes that could have destroyed the DIBs and C 2 in HD 62542 have occurred, to a lesser extent, in AE Aur (Snow et al. 2002) . Another consideration is the variability with time of the molecular species toward AE Aur, where N (CH) has increased by 20% over the last 10 years (Rollinde et al. 2003) . However, there were only 2 years between the observations of C 2 and C 3 reported here, while either N (C 2 ) is a factor of ∼2 below or N (C 3 ) is a factor of ∼2 too large relative to the general trend observed for the other sight lines. The possible enhancement of N (C 3 ) is significantly larger than expected from the time variability of N (CH) alone.
Since HD 204827 has such a large column of C 3 relative to the rest of the sample, much of the correlation seems to rest on this datapoint. With the high sensitivity measurements of N (C 3 ) presented in this work, the correlation between C 2 and C 3 toward stars with relatively low column densities (N (C 3 )<4×10
12 cm −2 ) may be tested. Excluding sources with N (C 3 )>4×10 12 cm −2 (i.e. HD 204827, HD 62542, AE Aur, and HD 21483) and HD 169454 for reasons discussed above, we find a correlation coefficient of 0.841, supporting the correlation determined for the entire sample. The observed correlation between C 2 and C 3 is strikingly similar to the correlation between C 2 H and C 3 H 2 measured by Lucas & Liszt (2000) . In many cases the ratio of N (C 2 )/N (C 3 ) listed in Table 5 falls within the mean abundance ratio C 2 H/o-C 3 H 2 = 27.7±8 measured by Lucas & Liszt (2000) . It is unclear if this is coincidence or if there is some underlying chemistry which links these species and their relative abundances.
The Excitation of C 2
The excitation profile of C 3 was compared to the physical conditions determined by the well-understood rotational excitation of C 2 . Table 6 summarizes previous observations in the literature of rotationally resolved C 2 toward the stars where we detected C 3 . To the existing measurements we have added our C 2 spectrum of HD 204827 measured at Lick and the spectrum of X Per measured at Apache Point Observatory (Thorburn 2003, private communication) .
All measured equivalent widths were converted to populations using the standard relationship in Equation 2. For multiple measurements of the same J level, weighted averages were used for the population. The rotational populations were then simulated using the full C 2 excitation model of van Dishoeck & Black (1982) , probing the density-temperature parameter space that determines the excitation of C 2 while minimizing the difference between the model and observed values 4 . In this way a kinetic temperature T (C 2 ) and a derived density of collision partners, n coll , was determined for all targets.
As detailed by van Dishoeck & Black (1982) , the derived density n coll is dependent on the collision crosssection σ 0 of C 2 with H 2 or H and a scaling factor I for the standard radiation field, which we assume to be 2×10 −16 cm 2 and 1, respectively. Changes in these values will scale n coll accordingly. Figure 4 (left) shows a comparison of the temperature T low (C 3 ) determined by fitting the low (J≤14) rotational Table 5 . Observed Properties of C 3 and C 2 a Temperature that best fits low J ≤ 14 levels of C 3 . b Temperature that best fits high J > 14 levels of C 3 . c All values from Thorburn et al. (2003) unless otherwise noted and normalized to the oscillator strength f =1.0×10 −3 . d Temperatures and densities calculated from N λ values in Table  6 .
e Reported equivalent widths have been converted to column densities using oscillator strengths in Table 2 and Equation 2 . Weighted averages are used where multiple measurements are reported for the same J and the sum of the N J is reported here. Note that total N (C 3 ) reported here is roughly an order of magnitude larger than the values listed in Galazutdinov et al. (2002) , which do not include the contributions of all observed rotational levels. levels of C 3 , with the kinetic temperature T (C 2 ) determined from the full excitation model of C 2 . While not unexpected, there is an excellent relationship between the kinetic temperature and the low J level population of C 3 . One would expect the temperature measured by fitting the higher (J>14) rotational levels of C 3 to be inversely related to density, since as the density increases, collisional de-excitation is more efficient at reducing the high rotational level populations. This is indeed observed in the comparison of T high (C 3 ) versus n coll and is shown in Figure 4 (right).
It is interesting to note that the C 3 columns measured toward HD 204827 and HD 169454, which are the two targets that have only low temperature components (Figure 2) due to their high densities (n coll >500 cm −3 ), are also the targets which deviate most from the trend in the relationship between T low (C 3 ) and T (C 2 ). In these high density targets the kinetic temperature derived from C 2 and the temperature that best fits the excitation of C 3 are the same, whereas the low density (n coll <500 cm −3 ) sources all show a somewhat increased excitation temperature of C 3 . This is because at high densities the excitation profiles of both C 2 and C 3 are predominantly determined by the kinetic temperature, whereas at low densities the low J populations, along with the high-lying levels, have a contribution from radiative pumping.
summary
We have observed rotationally resolved spectra of C 3 in 10 translucent sight lines. Using a new method of analysis to accurately retrieve the individual rotational level populations, comparisons have been made with the The excitation temperatures determined from the observed populations in low (J≤14) levels of C 3 are compared to the kinetic temperatures determined from the observed excitation of C 2 and full excitation model of van Dishoeck & Black (1986) (left) , showing good agreement. The excitation temperature determined from the high (J>14) levels of C 3 is compared to the densities derived from the C 2 excitation model (right). As expected, T high (C 3 ) increases with decreasing density. excitation of C 2 , showing excellent agreement in the measurement of kinetic temperature. Trends with density are also consistent with the excitation expected for a nonpolar linear molecule.
With these measurements we have shown that the correlation between N (C 2 ) and N (C 3 ), as pointed out by Oka et al. (2003) , is maintained for sight lines with a range of N (C 3 ) from 4.3×10 11 cm −2 to 1.2×10 13 cm −2 . The star HD 62542 does not fall on the correlation trendline between N (C 2 ) and N (C 3 ) and is shown to have either a very large column of C 3 or depletion in C 2 , concomitant with the known weakness of diffuse band features in its spectrum. Similar processes may be occurring to a lesser extent in AE Aur.
Our measurements provide a new challenge for the full C 3 excitation model presented by Roueff et al. (2002) , which has been heretofore limited by the quality of observational data.
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